POWERED BY TECHNOLOGY,
LED BY EXPERTS

Managed Detection & Response
With our Managed Detection & Response (MDR) service, get the support
your organisation needs to enhance visibility of and rapidly shut down cyber threats.
To minimise cyber security risk, being able to rapidly identify and respond to attacks is essential. CommSec
MDR is an outcome-focused MDR service that supplies the people, technology and cyberoffensive intelligence
required to hunt for threats across your organisation’s networks & endpoints and help shut them down before
they cause damage and disruption.

CommSec provide a fully managed
security operations centre (SOC)
which includes a Managed Detection
and Response Service.
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You benefit from our ability to use cutting edge
tools, including Machine Learning/Artificial
Intelligence, and our ability to stay on top of
security trends, and from our security team’s
expertise and experience.
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We have trained certified cybersecurity engineers
who can assess those anomalies and immediately
alert you and respond if something is amiss.

OTX

Open Threat Exchange

SOC AS A SERVICE
This involves the discovery of assets in your estate, we then provide continuous vulnerability assessments,
intrusion detection and behavioural monitoring with a full Security Incident Event Management (SIEM). This
includes Glacial Storage which is the untampered evidence that will stand up in a court of law should you wish to
prosecute offenders.

“I can offer a high-level assurance at board level about our information security and
reduced risk to our data. Commsec MDR gives greater visibility of our complex and changing
environment and the protects us from the ever-increasing cyber threats.
IT DIRECTOR, LOGISTICS COMPANY

Managed Detection &
Response Benefits
REDUCE COST AND COMPLEXITY
Centralised security monitoring for your critical assets across cloud environments and on premises,
including endpoints, networks, and cloud apps, to help you achieve security visibility while avoiding
the cost and complexity of maintaining multiple security products.

EXTENSIVE THREAT VISIBILITY
Without awareness of activity inside your organisation’s network, it can be impossible to know if
systems and data are in danger of being compromised. CommSec MDR provides extensive threat
visibility across on-premises, cloud and hybrid environments, 24/7/365.

CONTINUAL DETECTION OF ATTACKS
With the threat landscape constantly evolving, it’s important to ensure that detection capabilities
keep pace. CommSec leverages the latest security tools and threat intelligence to ensure your
organisation is prepared to respond to current and emerging cyber threats.

EASES THE PRESSURE ON IN-HOUSE TEAMS
CommSec’s Security Operations Centre experts manage and monitor all the security technologies
included as part of CommSec MDR. By investigating and triaging all the alerts they generate, our
analysts ensure that your in-house team is not burdened with the responsibility of around-the-clock
threat detection.

ACCELERATES INCIDENT RESPONSE
A swift response to cyber incidents demands a high level of situational awareness. CommSec MDR
ensures that members of your security team are not weighed down by irrelevant alerts and that
when genuine incidents occur, they receive the actionable mitigation guidance and automated
response actions needed to respond effectively.

REDUCES TIME TO MATURITY
By operating as an extension of your organisation, CommSec MDR enables you to quickly elevate
security capabilities to enterprise level. The service helps to make processes more efficient, ensuring
that important security events don’t get missed, and your team is free to focus on other priorities.

FACILITATES COMPLIANCE
A proactive approach to threat detection is now required to achieve compliance with the latest
regulations and standards. With CommSec MDR, you can quickly elevate your organisation’s cyber
security capabilities to a level needed to help meet the requirements of the GDPR,
NIS Directive, PCI DSS, ISO 27001, and more.

TO BOOK A FREE TRIAL

call +353 1 536 7320
or email info@commsec.ie web www.commsec.ie

